MODELING DOSE FROM THE STATE LICENSED DISPOSAL AREA AT WEST VALLEY
BY RICHARD CODELL
I. INTRODUCTION
This report describes my efforts to model the potential dose resulting from releases from the
State Licensed Disposal Area (SDA) at the West Valley site. I accomplished this work in my
rotation to the Performance Assessment Section, Environmental and Performance Assessment
Directorate, Division of Waste Management and Environmental Protection, Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards during the period January through May 2006.
This project was deliberately limited to only a portion of the total site contamination issues and
potential dose scenarios in order to be able to complete a coherent study within the short
duration of my rotation, but the issues addressed should have general relevance to the entire
site. Furthermore, there was insufficient time to refine the relatively crude representation of
portions of the site, but this could be done with sufficient commitment of time and effort. I
recommend ways that some of these simplifications can be remedied if further work on this site
continues.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE STATE LICENSED DISPOSAL AREA AND MODELS USED
The SDA consists of a number of trenches containing radioactive and other wastes and is built
on a relatively flat area of land known as the South Plateau. Potential contamination could
result from the following pathways:
1.

Leaching of radionuclides by infiltrating meteoric water through the soil cover, with
subsequent transport through the groundwater pathway - Contaminated groundwater
could affect either well users or infiltrate to nearby surface water channels such as
Frank’s Creek and Erdman Brook.

2.

Erosion of the soil cover of the trenches, which would expose the waste directly to the
environment - This could serve as a direct radiation and contamination source to on-site
intruders and wildlife, create a pathway for enhanced infiltration of meteoric water, and
transport contaminated sediment directly into nearby streams by overland flow.

3.

Erosion of the cover and contaminated trench material directly into the streams by
overland flow.

The current study focuses on the third potential mechanism, i.e., erosion of the soil cover with
subsequent transport of contaminated sediments into nearby streams.
A. Potential Dose Scenario
Although there are a number of potential dose scenarios for releases from the SDA, this study
was limited to the Seneca Indian fisherman case. This scenario posed a number of interesting
questions concerning the transport of dissolved and sediment-borne radionuclides through the
network of streams eventually running into Cattaraugus Creek. Furthermore, some on-line data
were available from the U.S. Geologic Survey for flow rates and sediment transport rates in

Cattaraugus Creek. Finally, the large consumption of fish for this scenario (62 Kg/year per
person), simplified the treatment of the dose calculations. Only fish consumption and drinking
water taken from Cattaraugus Creek were considered in this scenario.
B.

Erosion of the SDA Trenches

The draft Environmental Impact Statement (DOE, 2005) describes erosion of the SDA trenches
as “Conditions Not Likely to Occur” because trench stability will be actively maintained during
the period of institutional control. However, neither I nor the recent peer review panel (Whipple,
2006) agree that institutional controls are reliable for periods of time long enough to eliminate
the bulk of the potential releases caused by erosion, and that this is really a condition “likely to
occur.” Therefore, the current study considers releases of contaminated sediment directly to
Frank’s Creek.
Figure 1 shows the SDA relative to the surface water features of the site. Frank’s Creek and
Erdman Brook come closest to the trenches. Runoff of rainfall will cause erosion of the
streams and also the slopes that will cut into the soil cover of the trenches and eventually the
trenches themselves. Erosion from trenches occurs from stream down-cutting, stream bank
widening, and sheet and rill erosion from slopes. Most erosion probably occurs during periods
of heavy rainfall and flooding of streams. Travel times in the streams is probably negligible on
the scale of most of the processes important to dose assessment, at least on a yearly average
basis.
The licensee has performed a number of studies of erosion of the land form on the site using a
variety of computer codes for erosion and sediment transport. The main analysis tool for the
actual erosion of the trenches is the SIBERIA code (Willgoose, 2000). SIBERIA is a twodimensional finite difference code capable of calculating the erosion of land forms both in
stream channels and banks. It includes the processes of “diffusion,” which characterizes
transport of sediment from the land surface caused by the steepness of the slope, and not
directly by water erosion, and also the processes of erosion caused directly by stream and
overland flow.
C.

Dilution Calculations at Downstream Locations

Releases of contaminated sediment from the trenches will find their way into nearby streams,
therefore being diluted and carried downstream to affected populations. The exposure of
populations to this contamination is complicated, and depends to a large degree on the
sequence of release from the trenches, dilution in the streams, equilibrium between sediment
and water in the streams, and how the contaminated water enters pathways human exposure.
For the current study, only the consumption of fish and drinking water were considered.
Calculations using SIBERIA work with annual average processes rather than real-time
information on erosion. While I recognize that much erosion occurs episodically, especially
during heavy rainfall events and floods, SIBERIA must deal with “average” erosion properties
because of the immense computational and data access burden that would be required to
simulate erosion on the time scale of minutes to hours for short-duration events. Furthermore,
dose assessments are usually performed to calculate annual average doses. However, it is
important to recognize that calculations of average annual doses cannot automatically assume
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average properties of radionuclide release and dilution. For example, consider the case of a
continuous steady release W [curies/second] of a pollutant mixing instantaneously into a stream
with varying flow rate Q [M3/second]. The concentration close to the point of release at any
time would be:

(t)
C(t)'W
Q(t)

(1)

However, the annual average concentration would not be the average value of W divided by the
average value of Q. Rather, it would be:

1
C'W× Q

(2)

where the second term is the reciprocal of the “harmonic mean” flow rate.
The difference between the arithmetic mean of Q and the harmonic mean can be considerable,
especially for small streams that respond quickly to precipitation events. The harmonic mean
emphasizes droughts and the arithmetic mean emphasizes floods. Typically, for streams the
size of Buttermilk Creek and Cattaraugus Creek, the harmonic mean would be 1/3 to 1/4 the
arithmetic mean (see Table 1). For large rivers, the effect is smaller because they respond
slowly to precipitation events. Additionally, the further from the point of release, the closer the
concentration average approaches the value calculated with the arithmetic mean. This is the
result of the correlation between flow rate and concentration decreasing in the downstream
direction. The river flow rate downstream responds much quicker than the travel time of a slug
of water; i.e., an increase in flow rate upstream moves at the celerity or wave speed, while the
water slug itself moves considerably slower at the flow speed. Therefore the flow rate and
concentration get out of sync the further downstream one travels from the source of release.
In the present case, the release rate of radionuclides and stream flow rate should be well
correlated. For example, stream flow is positively correlated to precipitation in the watershed,
as is the release of sediment for the current erosion model.
If we make the following assumptions:
•
•
•

Releases from the trenches and the flow rates in the creeks are approximately in-phase;
The holdup or transport time from the point of release to the downstream user is short;
Release of contamination attached to sediment is the same as dissolved release;

then it is possible to calculate the average concentration at the point of use. If Q is the stream
flow at the point of use and S is the sediment release rate from the trenches, then the
instantaneous concentration is

S(t)
C(t)'Q
(t)

(3)
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If S and Q are in-phase, then S can be related to an exponent m of Q (assuming of course a
power-law model), i.e.,

S(t)'kQm(t)

(4)

Where k is a proportionality constant. The average concentration is therefore:

T
1
m&1(t)d
C'TmkQ
0

(5)

A factor γ is the ratio of the true mean concentration for arbitrary time-varying flow and release
rates to the apparent mean concentration based on the mean flow and release rates:

Qm&1dtmQd
m
γ' 0 T 0
TmQmdt
T

T

(6)

o

For the erosion source-term model, release rate of radionuclides is directly proportional to the
trench erosion rate, which depends on precipitation. However, erosion from the land surface
and sediment loads in rivers generally are not linearly proportional to precipitation rates; i.e.,
erosion and sediment loads increase sharply during floods. Figure 3 shows the sediment load in
Cattaraugus Creek at the Gowanda gage in log-log coordinates. The sediment load appears to
increase approximately to the 2nd power of flow rate, which is in turn proportional to precipitation
events. However, much of the sediment load is from material already stored in the creek, rather
than that being carried into the stream from the land surface.
Willgoose (2000) recommends that the exponent m on the erosion vs. precipitation relationship
is closer to 1.3 to 1.5 for long-term average erosion.
Typical γ values are shown in Table 1 for two creeks near the site as a function of the exponent
m; Oatka Creek, which is an analog of Buttermilk Creek1, and Cattaraugus Creek. Equation 6
was used to calculate γ using long records of daily stream flow from the U.S. Geological Survey.

1

I could not find stream records for Buttermilk Creek, but Oatka Creek is about the same
size and in the general area.
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Table 1 - γ values as a function of flow proportionality exponent m
m

Oatka Creek

Cattaraugus Creek

0 (harmonic mean)

4.05

2.52

1 (arithmetic mean)

1.0

1.0

1.3

0.656

0.716

1.5

0.5

0.569

2

0.264

0.322

The ratio γ is closer to 1 (except for m=1 where γ=1) for Cattaraugus Creek because it has
about 10 times higher average flow that Oatka Creek, and therefore less sensitive to changes in
precipitation.
Although the mixing relationships for average concentration are interesting, for the ranges of m
likely to be relevant to Cattaraugus Creek, the concentration using the mean flow rate directly is
likely to overestimate concentration by less than a factor of two. Therefore, the result using the
mean flow rate (i.e., m = 1) should be conservative. Furthermore, any decrease in the
correlation between release rate from the trenches and flow rate in Cattaraugus Creek will bring
the results closer together. Consequently, further dose calculations shown in this report will use
an average dilution of 10 M3/sec for Cattaraugus Creek.
D. Phase Relationships for Flow
In order to determine how much the phase differs between sediment release from the trenches
and dilution flow rate in Cattaraugus Creek, I examined USGS records for flow rates in the
region. I hoped to draw an analogy between precipitation that would cause erosion near the site
and dilution flow rate by comparing flow rates at two different size creeks. There was a long
record available for Cattaraugus Creek, but none for Buttermilk Creek. I searched the available
on-line records and found a nearby creek, Oatka Creek, approximately the same size as
Buttermilk Creek, and about a factor of 10 smaller flow than Cattaraugus Creek. However,
Oatka Creek is not in the same drainage basin as Cattaraugus Creek, but is tens of miles away.
Figures 4a and 4b show the daily flow rates for the two creeks for an arbitrarily selected period.
I also calculated the power spectral density, which is the Fourier transform of the flow rate
squared and is a measure of the frequencies embedded in the flow rates. These relationships
for spectral density are shown in Figures 5a and 5b.
Aside from the amplitude of the flows, the shapes of the hydrographs and spectral density plots
are nearly identical for both creeks despite the distance between them and their difference in
size. One conclusion that can be drawn from these results is that flow rates in the creeks, and
therefore the erosion rates for the trenches, are in-phase despite the difference in size. This
result is consistent with the explanation that the largest flow rates occur because of winter
storms and the spring freshet, rather than isolated summer thunderstorms, which are much
more local. It is reasonable therefore to conclude that the flow rates for dilution in the creeks
and the release rates from the trenches would be in-phase most of the time.
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E. Model for Release of Sediment and Radionuclides from Trenches
The sediment source term model considers that all releases of radionuclides from the SDA
trenches are attached to the soil in the trenches, and that the material is the same as the
eroding material on the banks and in the channels. At specified time intervals, the SIBERIA
code predicts the shape of the land form in the Frank’s Creek watershed. The SIBERIA analysis
used a grid of about 19,000 grid cells, each 50 ft on a side (the Licensee also used a 4 ft grid for
a smaller portion of the site, but this was not attempted in the present study). Release from the
trenches is determined from the slope of the curve depicting the volume of the trench remaining.
The trenches are represented as 115 rectangular volumes with surface area of 50 ft on a side, a
10 ft. soil cover and 20 ft thickness of waste. Although contamination is known to vary from
trench to trench, I assumed that the radionuclide content of all of the rectangular volumes were
of equal waste concentration.
Determination of rate of sediment release
The SIBERIA code generates the land surface profile at all grid points at specified time intervals.
Release rate is proportional to the rate of change of the surface profile over the trenches. This
was accomplished by fitting the fraction of the trench eroded as a function of time to a cubic
spline (Press, 1992), and then differentiating the spline function to get the erosion rate. This
turned out to be preferable to representing the rate as the difference between two time intervals
because it produced a smoother output function for subsequent dose calculations.
The dose code (program SENECASB.EXE) uses the approximately 20 time values of erosion
fraction provided by SIBREAD5.EXE, starting with the first non-zero erosion result. It estimates
the earliest time of erosion tn from the slope of the first two non-zero points, i.e.,
tn = 2 t n+1-t n+2

(10)

The program then generates a basis function table from the non-zero erosion points. This table
is used subsequently to interpolate the erosion fraction at the evaluation times.
The release rate from the SDA trenches is proportional to the erosion rate E’ and the inventory
per unit volume in the trenches. The erosion rate E’ is derived from the spline function of erosion
fraction versus time by finite difference; i.e., it evaluates the derivative of erosion fraction at time
t by calculating the value of erosion at time t+ª minus the erosion at t-ª, and dividing by 2ª,
E’ = [E(t+ª) - E(t-ª)]/2ª

(11)

where ª is a small time interval (e.g., 0.001 years).
The inventory per unit volume in the trench at any time is calculated by the Bateman equations
for chain decay.
F. Dose Model Assuming Releases from Trench Are the Same as Dissolved Releases
Radionuclides released from the trenches are assumed to be mixed instantaneously into the flow
of Cattaraugus Creek, with no transit time through Frank’s Creek or Buttermilk Creek.
C = E’(t) M0 CSDA(t)/Q

(12)
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where E’(t) = the erosion rate fraction at time t, 1/year
Ct(t) = the concentration in the trench for each radionuclide at time t adjusted for
radioactive decay and ingrowth, Ci/M3,
M0 = the initial volume of the trench, M3, and
Q = the dilution flow rate, M3 /year.
The drinking water dose for a radionuclide is the product of the concentration, the dose factor,
and the drinking water consumption rate.
The fish dose for a radionuclide is the product of the water concentration, the dose factor, the
fish concentration factor, and the fish consumption per year.
This first model of dose assumes that radionuclides deposited on sediments are fully available to
the affected fish and drinking water. There is reason to believe that this is a conservative
assumption, since it is not likely that one would consume sediment-laden water without first
treating it to remove most of the sediment (e.g., filtering, settling or flocculating). Similarly, much
of the radionuclides in the sediment would not affect fish unless they were first dissolved into the
water. Radionuclides attached to sediment would not readily pass to the blood through the gills.
It is more likely that sediments ingested by the fish would transfer some of their radionuclides
across the gut because they might be partially released by stomach juices.
The literature on bioaccumulation is unclear on this issue of how to treat radionuclides attached
to sediment. However, bottom-feeding fish are more likely to ingest sediment and organisms
living in sediment. Game fish like steelhead bass spend most of the time in Lake Erie, and
therefore may not so highly affected by conditions in Cattaraugus Creek. They are currently
kept from passing upstream of Gowanda by a dam. Eventually this dam might be removed or
fail, allowing the steelhead to migrate into Buttermilk Creek, and could therefore be more
affected by released contaminants.
The sediment-exposure problem can be bounded by the two extremes. The conservative
assumption is that all radionuclides, whether dissolved or attached to sediment, are treated as
dissolved. The optimistic assumption is that radionuclides are partitioned by a distribution
coefficient, kd, between water and sediment. I assumed conservatively that all fish caught and
consumed by the Seneca Indian group are in equilibrium with concentration in Cattaraugus
Creek.
G. Dose Model Assuming Partitioning of Radionuclides Between Water and Sediment
The conservative model is self-evident; i.e., all releases are assumed to be dissolved in water.
The optimistic model requires a calculation of the partitioning of radionuclides between water
and sediment. A rough estimate of water concentration would be to take the release of
radionuclides from the SDA and assume partitioning using the distribution coefficient kd between
the annual sediment transport and water flow in Cattaraugus Creek.
This model calculates doses from drinking water and fish ingestion by assuming that all
radionuclides released from the SDA trenches get mixed into Cattaraugus Creek, and are
instantaneously partitioned between the water and the suspended and bed-load sediment.
Drinking water concentration and the concentration of radionuclides in fish flesh come only from
the dissolved concentration, and not the suspended sediment.
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The mass of soil and waste in the SDA trench Mt can be estimated to be about 2.27E6 Kg,
based on the area of the trenches, an assumed fill depth of 20 ft, and a wet density of 100 lb/ft3.
The erosion rate F(t) determines the fraction of the trench released per year, assuming the
trenches are homogeneous; i.e.
Qt = F(t) Mt

(6)

where Qt = the release rate of sediment from the trench, Kg/year.
From USGS records of Cattaraugus Creek at Gowanda NY, the annual average sediment load
for the Seneca Indian scenario is 2.5E8 Kg/yr. The current model assumes that contaminated
sediment released from the SDA trenches is transported to Cattaraugus Creek instantaneously,
and on a yearly basis, the contaminated sediment mixes with the uncontaminated sediment and
the radionuclides partition between the water and the sediment.
The transport in the water phase is Cw Q and the transport in the suspended sediment phase is
QtCs. The concentrations of the sediment and water are related by the distribution coefficient:
Cs = Cw kd

(7)

where Cs = average concentration of mixed sediment
Cw = concentration in water, Ci/L
kd = distribution coefficient, L/Kg
Ct = concentration of sediment in the SDA trenches
The total transport of radionuclides in the dissolved and sediment phase equals the release from
the trench:
CwQ + Cs Ws = QT Ct

(8)

where Ws = suspended sediment load in Cattaraugus Creek, Kg/yr
Q = average flow rate of Cattaraugus Creek, L/yr.
Substituting Eq.7 for the sediment concentration and rearranging leads to the water
concentration:

Cw =

F ( t ) M t Ct
Q + Kd Ws

(9)

Equation 9 shows that the water concentration is diminished by the presence of the sediment. If
the sediment does not sorb, i.e., kd = 0, Eq. 9 reduces to the dilution formula assuming
everything released from the trench is in the dissolved phase.
For typical conditions, sediment should have only a modest effect on dose. For example,
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assuming that the kd for plutonium is 550 L/Kg, the flow rate in Cattaraugus Creek is 10 M3/sec,
and the sediment load in Cattaraugus Creek is 2.5E8 Kg/year, the release of one curie per year
of Pu would result in a concentration of 2.21E-12 Ci/L using Eq. 9, and 3.17E-12 assuming no
sorption and straight dilution only, a decrease of only about 30%. Since Pu is only one of the
main contributors to dose and has a high kd, other important contributors with low kd, like C-14,
should not be affected strongly by sediment, and all in all, the effects of sediment should not be
large. This will be discussed later in section IV.
III. RUNNING THE PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
The performance assessment outlined here is demonstrated by running a series of computer
codes run in a specified sequence. Some of the inputs must be prepared manually, while a
large part of the analysis is handled by “executive” routines for repetitive Monte Carlo
calculations. The analysis requires the construction of several input files, and produces results
in several output files. The codes also produce temporary, intermediate files that are used to
transfer information among the programs, and are usually overwritten in the new realizations.
Two charts, Figures 6 and 7, show the flow of information among the programs and will aid in
the following explanations.
A. Overview of Steps for Running Analyses
The analysis takes place in the following steps:
1. Determination of likely parameter values for erosion
a. Estimate of total erosion over 1000 years in Frank’s Creek basin
The sediment release rate from the SDA trenches is tied to estimates of total sediment release
over 1000 years from the Frank’s Creek drainage basin that DOE estimates from the WEPP
code analysis performed by the Licensee (DOE, 2005). DOE estimates an average erosion of
408 mm/1000 years over the 4.85E7 ft2 Frank’s Creek basin. Assuming a wet soil density of 100
lb/ft3, the total amount of soil leaving the basin and entering Buttermilk and then Cattaraugus
Creek would be 4.92E8 ft3.
b. Estimate of erosion from the SIBERIA model
The next step in the analysis is to run the executive driver program WV_EROS1000.EXE, which
in turn calls SIBERIA.EXE and then SIBREADEROS.EXE to calculate erosion over Frank’s
Creek for 1000 years, using Monte Carlo analysis for a range of input parameters, and to
choose the vectors that come closest to DOE’s estimate of total erosion — within ± 10%. The
screened input vectors then constitute a set of likely conditions for erosion at the site, and satisfy
the “equifinality” constraint that multiple input sets could lead to the same outcome (Whipple,
2006); i.e., each input vector defines the locus on a hyperplane whose value is approximately
4.92E8 ft3. The Monte Carlo set consisted of 300 samples of 4 parameters; Dz (Coefficient of
diffusion in sediment transport, parameter #21), B3 (Coefficient between discharge and area in
sediment transport formula, parameter #38), M1 (Exponent of the discharge in the sediment
transport formula, parameter #40), and N1 (Exponent of the slope in the sediment transport
formula, parameter #41). Other parameters could be added to this set, and one should consult
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the SIBERIA user’s guide for further definition of input parameters (Willgoose, 2000). This set is
generated by running code SNLLHS.EXE, described later.
The procedure was simply to import the output file WV_EROS1000.OUT produced by
WV_EROS1000.EXE into EXCEL, sort according to the first column (i.e., 1000-year erosion),
and manually pick the vectors falling into the + or - 10% range. These 15 vectors were then
carried forward into the total dose analysis for the Seneca Indian scenario.
2. SDA trench erosion and dose calculations
Once a subset of the 15 vectors representing the likely erosion has been determined from the
above procedure, the model for erosion of the SDA trenches, release of radionuclide from the
trenches, dilution in the surface water and dose can be run. For each of the input vectors of four
parameters, the executive driver code WVMC3.EXE generates inputs to the SIBERIA.EXE code,
which is run for 10,000 years. A second code, SIBREAD5.EXE (also executed automatically by
WVMC3.EXE) takes the output of the SIBERIA.EXE code, and generates a fractional rate of
contaminated sediment released from the trenches. Finally, a third code SENECASB.EXE takes
the rate of sediment release and generates dose estimates for drinking water and fish
consumption in Cattaraugus Creek using two dose models: (1) The first model assumes all
sediment released to creeks can be treated as dissolved in water; and (2) The alternative model
assumes suspended sediment is in equilibrium with water, and only dissolved concentration is
used to calculate dose. The executive code automatically calls SIBERIA.EXE, SIBREAD5.EXE
and SENECASB.EXE for all input vectors. The output of the executive code is the peak dose
rate to the exposed individual within 10,000 years for each vector.
B. Programs Used in Performance Assessment
Details of the individual code, including their inputs, outputs and file names are given below.
1. Program SNLLHS.EXE
The first code that would be used in SNLLHS.EXE, which is the Latin Hypercube Sampling
(LHS) generator widely used in total system performance assessment (Iman, 1980). The user
specifies the number of vectors to be generated, and for each sampled parameter the
distribution type and range of the parameter.
First line: TITLE followed by any description
Second line: RANDOM SEED, which is any integer number
Third Line: NOBS, the number of observations
Fourth Line: NREPS, the number of repetitions (usually 1)
Then for each sampled parameter:
First line: The distribution type, followed by a descriptor
Second line: The lower and upper range of the parameter
Do not leave any blank lines after specifying the parameters.
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For the current analysis, there were usually four parameters, each specified to be uniformly
distributed. A typical input file, LHS.INP, is shown in Table 2. The code SNLLHS.EXE is
executed from a command line:
snllhs<lhs.inp
and produces an output file LHS.OUT.
Table 2 - LHS.INP file for Latin Hypercube Sampling - 4 parameters, 300 vectors
TITLE MC inputs for SIBERIA lower range rbc 4/11/06
RANDOM SEED -188910452
NOBS 300
NREPS 1
UNIFORM var21
8.0e-8 8.0e-5
UNIFORM var38
.695
1.15
UNIFORM var40
.215
.58
UNIFORM var41
.121
1.235
2. Program WV_EROS1000.EXE
This code estimates the total erosion from Frank’s Creek basin by executing the SIBERIA.EXE
code and the SIBREADEROS.EXE code. It requires the following input files:
BATCHINEROS1000.INP - This file contains most of the inputs necessary for running
SIBERIA.EXE that will not change from realization to realization. It will be appended with specific
parameter input generated by SNLLHS.EXE in program WV_EROS1000.EXE. An example of
this file is given in Table 3. Further explanation on the construction of this file and identification
of the SIBERIA input parameters can be found in the SIBERIA user’s manual (Willgoose, 2000).
Table 3 - Input File BATCHINEROS1000.INP
sda2005_be0yrs_ldr.rst2
\ name of initial “restart” file for the current land surface
sda2005.bnd \boundary file defining the land surface for Frank’s Creek basin
1
1000 \maximum time in years
code1 \root file name for all SIBERIA output files
0
1
1000 \maximum time of run, years
2
2000 \time interval for statistics output (not used)
43
\specify adjustable time stepping
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-1
46
900
0
1

\uplift distance, ft caused by glacial rebound

WV_EROS1000.INP - This file defines the parameters that will change in the SIBERIA input,
and the Monte Carlo samples of those changed variables. This file is shown in Table 4.
Table 4 - WV_EROS1000.INP (partial file shown)
4
21,38,40,41
1
0.4852269E-04
2
0.4555799E-04
3
0.3970629E-04
4
0.6848261E-04
5
0.2204843E-04
6
0.1341019E-04
7
0.2143711E-04
8
0.5883545E-04

4
0.7538916E+00
4
0.8791724E+00
4
0.9645568E+00
4
0.8520912E+00
4
0.7250762E+00
4
0.1010435E+01
4
0.1042482E+01
4
0.1075998E+01

0.8472162E+00

0.1934897E+01

0.5645578E+00

0.4697616E+00

0.1112057E+01

0.1532537E+01

0.4361079E+00

0.8229611E+00

0.9198023E+00

0.1344456E+01

0.9333287E+00

0.3330725E+00

0.1081448E+01

0.1382574E+01

0.5855608E+00

0.8340335E+00

Line 1 - Number of SIBERIA parameters that change
Line 2 - Variable numbers of those parameters
Lines 3 to end - The appended output from LHS.OUT generated by the SNLLHS.EXE code.
Each vector consists of two lines:
First line - The vector number and the number of variables
Second line - The numerical value of the parameters for that vector.
The executive driver code WV_EROS1000.EXE generates a temporary intermediate file,
“NEWBATCH.INP”, that is used by SIBERIA.EXE.
3. Code SIBREADEROS.EXE
Once SIBERIA is run, program WV_EROS1000.EXE automatically calls the code
SIBREADEROS.EXE that calculates the 1000-year erosion. This is repeated for all input
vectors, resulting in the output file WV_EROS1000.OUT, which shows the 1000-year erosion
and the values of the sampled parameters for each vector. This file is shown in Table 5.
Table 5 - File WV_EROS1000.DAT (partial file shown)
2.16892595E+09 4.85226883E-05 0.753891587 0.847216189 1.93489695
919571264. 4.55579902E-05 0.879172385 0.564557791 0.469761610
2.42953472E+09 3.97062904E-05 0.964556813 1.11205697 1.53253698
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977930048. 6.84826082E-05 0.852091193 0.436107904 0.822961092
1.57254118E+09 2.20484308E-05 0.725076199 0.919802308 1.34445596
1.00079475E+09 1.34101901E-05 1.01043499 0.933328688 0.333072513
2.19049216E+09 2.14371103E-05 1.04248202 1.08144796 1.38257396
1.04539610E+09 5.88354487E-05 1.07599795 0.585560799 0.834033489
.
First column - 1000 year erosion for the vector, cubic feet
Subsequent columns - values of sampled input parameters for the vector
4. Microsoft EXCEL
Once the file WV_EROS1000.OUT has been generated, it is imported into a Microsoft EXCEL
spreadsheet in order to display and sort it. The file is sorted according to the first column in
order to determine those vectors that produce erosion outputs close to the target erosion rate
plus or minus a tolerance of 10% (or any specified tolerence). Once the file is so sorted, the
vectors that meet the criterion are exported from EXCEL. This exported file is then edited and
given the file name WVMC3.INP for input to the next phase of the problem. This file is shown in
Table 6.
Table 6 - File WVMC3.INP
15,4
21,38,40,41
4.38E-05
2.45E-05
2.35E-05
4.10E-05
6.32E-05
3.05E-05
8.42E-07
2.37E-05
4.35E-05
8.63E-06
5.86E-05
7.89E-06
3.67E-05
7.39E-05
3.29E-05

0.968575597
0.782254696
0.95126158
0.771454096
0.710290492
1.02705002
1.03213596
0.789859593
0.921175718
1.07809198
0.821433485
0.978616476
0.959252179
0.898009777
0.882963419

0.631689906
1.12905705
1.100613
0.499902815
0.668656826
0.826057076
0.944706798
1.14064598
1.07873797
0.960694373
1.01222396
0.468796402
0.561034501
0.865114987
0.4582403

1.27065802
0.741463602
0.677481472
1.49153697
1.39333797
1.10289001
0.949181616
0.790726304
0.810347795
0.916765392
0.977465391
1.55560195
1.45897996
1.14594901
1.60486102

Line 1 - Number of vectors and number of parameters
Line 2 - SIBERIA parameter numbers corresponding to the following columns
Line 3 to end - Values of the parameters for each vector culled from file WV_EROS1000.OUT.
5. Program WVMC3.EXE
This code is the main driver for the Seneca Indian dose analysis. It executes SIBERIA.EXE for
the set of input vectors screened in the previous analysis, processes the SIBERIA.EXE output to
determine a fractional erosion rate, calculated concentration in Cattaraugus Creek, and
determines dose from drinking water and fish ingestion. It requires 3 input files:
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Input files
WVMC3.INP - This file is described above and shown in Table 6, and contains the input vectors
screened from the 1000-year erosion analysis.
FNAMES.IN - This file, shown in Table 7, contains the names of the files that will be generated
by SIBERIA.EXE as specified in the SIBERIA input file.
BATCHINMC.INP = Basic image containing information for SIBERIA.EXE that will not change
from realization to realization. This file is used to create an amended file by program
WVMC3.EXE for each of the likely-vector inputs. This file is shown in Table 8.
Table 7 - file FNAMES.IN
20
10, 'codemc1-0000010.rst2'
50, 'codemc1-0000050.rst2'
100, 'codemc1-0000100.rst2'
250, 'codemc1-0000250.rst2'
500, 'codemc1-0000500.rst2'
750, 'codemc1-0000750.rst2'
1000, 'codemc1-0001000.rst2'
1500, 'codemc1-0001500.rst2'
2000, 'codemc1-0002000.rst2'
2500,'codemc1-0002500.rst2'
3000,'codemc1-0003000.rst2'
3500,'codemc1-0003500.rst2'
4000,'codemc1-0004000.rst2'
4500,'codemc1-0004500.rst2'
5000,'codemc1-0005000.rst2'
6000,'codemc1-0006000.rst2'
7000,'codemc1-0007000.rst2'
8000,'codemc1-0008000.rst2'
9000,'codemc1-0009000.rst2'
10000,'codemc1-0010000.rst2'
First line - number of SIBERIA output files
Remaining lines - Year of output and file name (specified root name in batchinmc.inp file)
Table 8 - File BATCHINMC.INP - Basic information file for SIBERIA.EXE - used to
create an appended file by the WVMC3.EXE program
sda2005_be0yrs_ldr.rst2
\name of restart file for initiating SIBERIA
sda2005.bnd \boundary file for SIBERIA
20
\number of timed output files produced
10
\time 1 for output
50
\time 2 for output
100
\etc.
250
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500
750
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10000
codemc1
0
1
10000
2
2000
43
-1
46
0
0
1

\root name used for output files
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6.

Program SIBREAD5.EXE

This program is executed by wvmc3.exe. It reads the output files generated by the
SIBERIA.EXE code, and generates a file containing the fraction of the SDA trenches released
versus time. It produces a temporary intermediate file SDA_ERODE.DAT, shown in Table 9,
that is used by the next program.
Table 9 - File SDA_ERODE.DAT - temporary intermediate file containing time and
erosion fraction (This file is generated by SIBREAD5.EXE, and not by the user)
10.0000000 0.00000000E+00
50.0000000 0.00000000E+00
100.000000 0.00000000E+00
250.000000 0.00000000E+00
500.000000 1.09576364E-03
750.000000 2.04838160E-03
1000.00000 4.77440981E-03
1500.00000 1.64269600E-02
2000.00000 3.45185623E-02
2500.00000 6.32293969E-02
3000.00000 0.104815677
3500.00000 0.166222468
4000.00000 0.244206414
4500.00000 0.329543620
5000.00000 0.416125059
6000.00000 0.574558794
7000.00000 0.708821535
8000.00000 0.782067060
9000.00000 0.865944982
10000.0000 0.797787070
One line for each SIBERIA output time. Shows time, and fraction of SDA trench eroded
File SDA_ESH.DAT (output)
Program WVMC3 also produces an output file SDA_ESH.DAT, shown in Table 10, of just the
erosion fraction versus time that is used by D. Esh in the GOLDSIM dose model.
Table 10 - file SDA_ESH.DAT (shown for 3 vectors only)
21 38 40 41
4.37999988E-05 0.968575597 0.631689906 1.27065802
10.00 50.00 100.00 250.00 500.00 750.00 1000.00 1500.00 2000.00 2500.00
3000.00 3500.00 4000.00 4500.00 5000.00 6000.00 7000.00 8000.00 9000.0010000.00
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0011 0.0041 0.0104 0.0175 0.0356 0.0591 0.0970
0.1456 0.1950 0.2419 0.2872 0.3304 0.4098 0.4782 0.5315 0.5703 0.5989
21 38 40 41
2.44999992E-05 0.782254696 1.12905705 0.741463602
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10.00 50.00 100.00 250.00 500.00 750.00 1000.00 1500.00 2000.00 2500.00
3000.00 3500.00 4000.00 4500.00 5000.00 6000.00 7000.00 8000.00 9000.0010000.00
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 0.0020 0.0044 0.0145 0.0300 0.0529
0.0858 0.1310 0.1904 0.2628 0.3366 0.4837 0.6153 0.7298 0.7879 0.8420
21 38 40 41
2.35000007E-05 0.951261580 1.10061300 0.677481472
10.00 50.00 100.00 250.00 500.00 750.00 1000.00 1500.00 2000.00 2500.00
3000.00 3500.00 4000.00 4500.00 5000.00 6000.00 7000.00 8000.00 9000.0010000.00
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0011 0.0020 0.0048 0.0164 0.0345 0.0632
0.1048 0.1662 0.2442 0.3295 0.4161 0.5746 0.7088 0.7821 0.8659 0.7978
Line 1 - SIBERIA parameter numbers that are sampled
Line 2 - Values of the parameters for this vector
Lines 3&4 - Times that erosion fraction is outputted, yr
Lines 5&6 - Values of erosion fraction
Line 7 - Blank line
Above is repeated for each input vector.
7. Program SENECASB.EXE - Calculation of Dose
Executive program WVMC3.EXE executes SENECASB.EXE, which takes the fractional erosion
of the SDA trenches produced by SIBREAD5.EXE and calculates the maximum dose in 10,000
years for each vector. Input file SENECAS.INP, shown in Table 11, must be provided to include
basic information on drinking water, fish consumption, time steps, radionuclides used, half-lives,
and decay chain structure. Input file WVDOSE2.INP, shown in Table 12, must be provided to
include information on radionuclides used, dose factors, bioaccumulation factors, and kd for
sediment.
Table 11 - SENECAS.INP file
West Valley - State licensed disposal area \ title of run
21
\number of nuclide chains
10
\dilution flow rate in Cattaraugus Creek, cubic meters per year
857.75, 62, 2.5e8, 2.27e6 \ drinking water (L/yr), fish (Kg/yr),sediment load, Cattaraugus
Creek (Kg/yr), and sediment in SDA trenchs (Kg)
100,100
\time step for dose, year, number of evaluation steps
H3
1 4.13e4
\nuclide name, number in chain, curies in source
C14
1 306
FE55
1 186
CO60
1 5330
NI59
1 800
NI63
1 2.07e4
SR90
1 175
TC99
1 1.49
I129
1 3.32
CS137
1 1.46e4
PU241
7 3.89e3
\nuclide name, 7 members in chain, curies of first member
AM241
\name of second member
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NP237
PA233
U233
TH229
RA225
PU240
U236
TH232
RA228
TH228
RA224
PU239
U235
PA231
AC227
TH227
RA223
U235
PA231
AC227
TH227
RA223
PU238
U234
TH230
RA226
RN222
PB210
BI210
PO210
RA226
RN222
PB210
BI210
PO210
U238
TH234
U234
TH230
RA226
RN222
PB210
BI210
PO210
U234
TH230
RA226
RN222
PB210
BI210

\name of third member
\etc

6 109

6 184

5

3.53

8 2.65e4

5 27.3

9

192

7

97.5
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PO210
AM241
NP237
PA233
U233
TH229
RA225
U233
TH229
RA225
PU241
AM241
NP237
PA233
U233
TH229
RA225
TH234
U234
TH230
RA226
RN222
PB210
BI210
PO210
PU238
U234
TH230
RA226
RN222
PB210
BI210
PO210

6 439

3

2.46

7 3890

8 192

8 2.65e4

Table 12 - File WVMC3.INP - Dose factors and bioaccumulation factors Columns
are Radionuclide Name, Fish bioaccumulation factor (Ci/Kg/Ci/L), dose factor
(millirem/picocurie), halflife (years) and kd (L/Kg)
AC227
AM241
BI210
C14
CO60
CS137
FE55
H3
I129
NI59
NI63

15
30
15
50000
300
2000
200
1
40
100
100

3.57E-06
3.64E-03
6.40E-06
2.09E-06
2.69E-05
5.00E-05
6.07E-07
6.40E-08
2.76E-04
2.10E-07
5.77E-07

.21773e2
433.
.0137
5726
5.27
30.1
2.7
12.36
.157e8
.75068e5
95.9
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420
1900
120
6.7
60
270
160
0
1
400
400

NP237
PA231
PA233
PB210
PO210
PU238
PU239
PU240
PU241
RA223
RA224
RA225
RA226
RA228
RN222
SR90
TC99
TH227
TH228
TH229
TH230
TH232
TH234
U233
U234
U235
U236
U238
Y90

30
10
10
300
100
30
30
30
30
50
50
50
50
50
0
60
20
100
100
100
100
100
100
10
10
10
10
10
30

4.44E-03
3.66E-04
3.63E-06
5.73E-03
1.90E-03
3.20E-03
3.54E-03
3.54E-03
6.84E-05
6.59E-04
3.66E-04
3.85E-04
1.32E-03
1.44E-03
0.00E+00
1.42E-04
1.46E-06
3.81E-05
3.96E-04
3.53E-03
5.48E-04
2.73E-03
1.37E-05
2.89E-04
2.83E-04
2.66E-04
2.69E-04
2.55E-04
1.08E-05

.214e7
.3248e5
.074
22.3
.38
87.75
.244e5
6537.
14.4
.0313
.015
.0405
1600.
5.75
.0105
28.5
.212877e6
.051
1.91
.734e4
.77e5
.1405e11
.066
.1855e6
.2445e6
.71e9
.234e8
.447e9
0.0073

5
510
510
270
150
550
550
550
550
500
500
500
500
500
0
15
0.1
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200
15
15
15
15
15
190

Table 13 - Output file WVMC3.OUT
Columns are: (1) Maximum dose for vector with dissolved radionuclide model, millirem/year;
(2) time of maximum dose, years; (3) fractional maximum release rate of sediment, 1/years;
(4) maximum dose, sediment-equilibrium model, millirem/yr; (5) time of maximum dose, years;
(6) Dz; (7) B3; (8) M1; (9) N1.
0.166E+01 0.280E+04 0.101E-03 0.300E+04 0.134E+01 0.280E+04 0.438E-04 0.969E+00
0.632E+00 0.127E+01
0.208E+01 0.430E+04 0.150E-03 0.530E+04 0.167E+01 0.430E+04 0.245E-04 0.782E+00
0.113E+01 0.741E+00
0.242E+01 0.430E+04 0.175E-03 0.460E+04 0.195E+01 0.430E+04 0.235E-04 0.951E+00
0.110E+01 0.677E+00
0.137E+01 0.240E+04 0.771E-04 0.320E+04 0.110E+01 0.240E+04 0.410E-04 0.771E+00
0.500E+00 0.149E+01
0.165E+01 0.290E+04 0.101E-03 0.310E+04 0.133E+01 0.290E+04 0.632E-04 0.710E+00
0.669E+00 0.139E+01
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0.233E+01 0.310E+04 0.146E-03 0.330E+04 0.188E+01 0.310E+04 0.305E-04 0.103E+01
0.826E+00 0.110E+01
0.256E+01 0.330E+04 0.165E-03 0.350E+04 0.207E+01 0.330E+04 0.842E-06 0.103E+01
0.945E+00 0.949E+00
0.226E+01 0.420E+04 0.161E-03 0.450E+04 0.181E+01 0.420E+04 0.237E-04 0.790E+00
0.114E+01 0.791E+00
0.253E+01 0.370E+04 0.174E-03 0.420E+04 0.204E+01 0.370E+04 0.435E-04 0.921E+00
0.108E+01 0.810E+00
0.274E+01 0.320E+04 0.175E-03 0.340E+04 0.221E+01 0.320E+04 0.863E-05 0.108E+01
0.961E+00 0.917E+00
0.228E+01 0.360E+04 0.153E-03 0.390E+04 0.183E+01 0.360E+04 0.586E-04 0.821E+00
0.101E+01 0.977E+00
0.171E+01 0.500E+03 0.860E-04 0.240E+04 0.128E+01 0.210E+04 0.789E-05 0.979E+00
0.469E+00 0.156E+01
0.181E+01 0.230E+04 0.997E-04 0.240E+04 0.145E+01 0.230E+04 0.367E-04 0.959E+00
0.561E+00 0.146E+01
0.235E+01 0.310E+04 0.147E-03 0.330E+04 0.189E+01 0.310E+04 0.739E-04 0.898E+00
0.865E+00 0.115E+01
0.180E+01 0.500E+03 0.832E-04 0.250E+04 0.127E+01 0.190E+04 0.329E-04 0.883E+00
0.458E+00 0.160E+01

IV.

RESULTS FROM PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS

This section shows the results from the computational models presented here for the narrowly
defined scenario based on releases of contaminated soil from the SDA and the consumption of
fish and water by the Seneca Indians in Cattaraugus Creek. I must stress that the analyses are
based only on the data that were available to me, or that I could obtain in the limited amount of
time I had to devote to the project, and therefore the results must be viewed as preliminary.
Table 13 shows the predicted dose values for the 15 likely vectors culled from the Monte Carlo
analysis, using either the dissolved or sediment-equilibrium dose models. The mean dose is 2.1
millirem/year for the dissolved model and 1.68 millirem/year for the sediment equilibrium model.
Table 14 shows the correlations among the parameters and the dose for the 15 likely vectors
culled from the Monte Carlo analysis. Although the 300 vectors in the initial data set were
uncorrelated, there are strong correlations among the inputs for the 15 likely vectors. This can
be explained by the fact that various combinations of parameters would predict an approximate
match (± 10%) to the total 1000-year erosion estimate, according to the principal of
“equifinality”. For example, M1, the dependance of erosion on rainfall, is highly negatively
correlated with N1 (R2=-0.984), the dependence of erosion on slope. The two parameters are
correlated because a higher value of one and a lower value of the other lead to the same total
1000-year erosion. This correlation is shown graphically in Figure 8.
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Figure 9 shows the differences between the sediment and dissolved model for the 15 chosen
vectors. This figure shows the relatively modest effect of sediment sorption on the dose
predictions for the values of input parameters chosen.

Table 14 - Correlation Coefficients R2 of Dose and Input Parameters for 15 Likely
Vectors
Dose

Dz

B3

M1

N1

Dose

1.000

-0.301

0.167

-0.574

0.580

Dz

-0.301

1.000

-0.538

-0.103

0.197

B3

0.167

-0.538

1.000

-0.012

-0.086

M1

-0.574

-0.103

-0.012

1.000

-0.984

N1

0.580

0.197

-0.086

-0.984

1.000

V.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MODEL IMPROVEMENT

A.

Assumptions and simplifications in current analysis

The current analysis for the performance of the SDA was completed in a short time,
constrained by the period I had to spend on the rotation. Consequently, it was not always
possible to acquire accurate and up-to-date data on the site, and in some cases, models used
in the analysis were simplified. However, the exercise was useful, and served to identify areas
of importance where future efforts might be directed to refine the analyses.
The following are a list of the simplifications used in the analysis, and the likely effect if known:
•

The location and depth of the trenches were estimated by eye from various figures in
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DOE, 2005). The actual locations and
dimensions of the trenches are important to the release time; e.g., if the trenches are
specified to be lower in elevation they will be eroded faster. The release rate of longlived radionuclides like the plutonium is more sensitive to the rate of erosion, and less
sensitive to the time the erosion first occurs. However, if erosion of the trenches occurs
only a few hundred years in the future, shorter-lived radionuclides like Cs-137 would be
sensitive to the time of first erosion. Therefore, there should be an effort to define the
trench locations and dimensions more accurately.

•

The waste in the trenches was assumed to be homogeneous and have the same
material properties as the surrounding soil, even though it is clear that the waste form
differs markedly from soil, and some of the trenches are lined with concrete. I have not
attempted to refine the characterization of the trenches any further. The sensitivity to
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this assumption would depend on the mix of radionuclides in the trenches, and the
physical properties of the waste or trench material with regard to erosion potential. At
this point it is impossible to judge the importance of the modeling assumptions used.
•

Radionuclide-specific parameters such as kd and bioaccumulation factors were taken
from tables of generic values found in reports and textbooks (e.g., Strenge, 1992, Yu,
2001), and are not site-specific. Other parameters like soil density are also not sitespecific. The estimates of bioaccumulation factors would directly affect the results. The
effect of estimates of kd would have a smaller effect on the results, but could still be
important, especially if the values used in the present analysis were underestimated.

•

Other scenarios like resident farmer or intruder were not considered, but could be
important. It is likely that scenarios such as a resident farmer on Buttermilk Creek could
have higher dose consequences than the scenario chosen;

•

Although there was an attempt to clarify the dilution relationships for releases from the
SDA to the Seneca Indian scenario, factors such as hold-up on river banks were not
taken into consideration in the transport models. Factors such as river-bank holdup
might be important for gamma emitters like Cs-137;

•

Release rates of radionuclides from the trenches were assumed to be proportional to
the erosion rate of trench soil; the model did not consider overflows of open trenches or
infiltration of meteoric water through the trenches. Such release mechanisms could be
much better or worse than the release rates assumed for this exericise;

•

The 50 ft grid used in the licensee’s SIBERIA analysis and in the present study may be
too coarse to model potentially important phenomena such as “nick-point” migration.
The licensee has also modeled part of the SDA site with a finer 4 ft. grid, but because of
time constraints and lack of the necessary information, I have not tried to duplicate this
work.

B. Alternative Source Term Models for Future Projects (Not Implemented)
The current source term model makes the simplifying assumption that radionuclides are
released from the SDA trenches at a rate proportional to the erosion rate, irrespective of
whether the radionuclides are attached to solid soil particles or dissolved in water. An
alternative model would recognize that radionuclides could be dissolved in the interstitial water
in the trench fill, or leached from the soil by infiltrating water. This could be occurring
simultaneously with release of sediment-borne radionuclides into the streams.
Two possible models could be: (1) The Baes and Sharpe leaching model for retarded
radionuclides; and (2) a leaching model that includes a solubility constraint. These are
described below.
1.

Leach source term model

An alternative conceptual source-term model considers the release of dissolved radionulcides
from an uncovered trench by the process of meteoric water infiltration. In this model, water is
assumed to infiltrate the trench or, if permeability is not high enough, overflow the trench and
spill out directly to overland flow to nearby streams. Releases would be limited by either
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solubility limits of the radionuclides or by equilibrium between liquid and solid. Radionulides
would be released as dissolved rather than attached to sediments in the sediment source term
model (Baes, 1983). This model assumes that the rate of release from the waste can be
described by a first-order decay process, with parameter λ L , which is defined:

λL =

I
Rd Hne

(13)

where I = infiltration rate, M/yr
Rd = Retardation coefficient
H = Height of soil column leaching
ne = soil porosity.
The retardation coefficient Rd is defined:

Rd '1%ρnkd

(14)

e

where kd is the distribution coefficient, mL/gram, and ρ is soil density, gram/cm3.
This model has been in use for many years, and suggested values for the parameters ne and kd
are available (Kennedy and Strenge, 1992).
The advantage of this model is its simplicity and history of use. However, it assumes that
radionuclides are released at a rate proportional only to their quantity in the source term, and
does not take into account other factors like solubility limits, and release of inventory as
sediment. Furthermore, there is not any accounting of the decay of the radionuclides in the
source term, nor the production of progeny in radionuclide chains.
2.

Source term Model with solubility constraints

This model considers the leaching of radionuclides from soil dependent on a leaching constant,
but also takes into account the radioactive decay and production of progeny, and solubility
limits. The model requires numerical integration, and is therefore more time consuming and
difficult to develop. However, I feel that the model could be adapted from the NRC’s Total
system Performance code (USNRC, 2002), which is used for the Yucca Mountain performance
assessment. I am largely responsible for early versions of this model, and could handle
modification to the West Valley case.
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C. Further Worthwhile Enhancements
1.

Obtain more site-specific data

a. Soil type and density - Such information should be readily available or could be collected
easily from a site specific study.
b. Tracer experiments - It should be possible to obtain data on bioaccumulation factors for
radionuclides important to the dose assessments either directly from releases at the site,
radioactive fallout, or chemical analogs. Furthermore, direct tracer experiments, using stable
nuclides or chemical analogs, could be conducted at the site and would greatly enhance our
ability to assess potential doses. The same experiments could also be used to determine the
equilibrium coefficients for sediments.
c. Waste-form characterization - I did not explore what data were available from the site on the
leachability, solubility or other characteristics of the buried wastes. This information would be
useful for accurate calculations of releases from the waste, especially if leaching from
uncovered trenches turns out to be important.
2.

Refine grid

We could obtain the licensee’s 4-ft grid of part of the site to determine if it leads to better or
more realistic results.
3.

Automate the process to simplify running of the performance assessment

Several of the procedures done manually, like setting up and running the SNLLHS program,
sorting the output vectors from the screening procedure, and setting up the input files for the
dose determination could be automated quite effectively, if the codes would be used on more
than an occasional basis. Another useful pursuit would be to continue the development of the
GOLDSIM model for dose assessment, using partial outputs on the source term provided by the
performance assessment models discussed here.
D. Recognition of Potentially Catastrophic Erosion of Buried Waste
The current modeling approach deals with the gradual erosion of the land surface, with the
relatively slow release of radionuclides in the buried waste either by discharge of water-borne
sediments or leaching. Another way to look at the risk at this site is to consider the catastrophic
erosion and unearthing of the trenches caused by a very large flood. This scenario could be
treated as a low-probability, high consequence event; i.e., estimate the probability of extreme
erosion of the waste, and whether the consequences and risk are acceptable. This approach
also lends itself to an analysis of alternatives such as: (1) methods to assuage severe erosion
(e.g., application of robust rock armor to the site); or (2) removal of the source of the
contamination.
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Figure 1 - Location of West Valley Site
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Figure 2 - West Valley Site, showing location of State-licensed disposal area on the
South Plateau (SDA) and 500-year flood plain
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Figure 3 - Hydrographs of Cattaraugus and Oatka Creeks

Figure 4- Power Spectral Densities for Cattaraugus and Oatka Creeks
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Figure 5 - Sediment Load for Cattaraugus Creek
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Figure 6 - Flowchart for runs to determine 1000-year erosion rate
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Figure 7 - Flowchart to calculate dose in Seneca Indian Scenario
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Dose for Seneca Indian Scenario
Dissolved and Sediment Models
15 Likely Vectors - RBC 5/17/06
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Figure 9 - Dose for 15 most likely vectors, showing effect of partitioning of radionuclides
between water and sediment
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Appendix - Code Listing for Performance Assessment
The following are the code listing for the performance assessment models used in this study. It
includes codes necessary to make the performance assessment runs described, and other codes
used indirectly for the analysis, e.g., power spectral density, and evaluation of parameter γ.
Figure A1 - Program WV_EROS1000.FOR - driver for 1000-year erosion rate calculations
c
c

c

c
c
c

c

c

program wv_eros1000
driver for multiple runs of Siberia, and 1000 yr erosion for west valley
rbc 4/10/06
character*80 line
integer nruns,nvect,nvar,vect1,vect2
real var(10),time,pkdose,teval
logical fexist
character*40 fname,fname2
integer length,ivar(10),nv,j,ivect
character*4 delchar
data delchar/'del '/
open(3,file='wv_eros1000.inp',status='old')
open(10,file='wv_eros1000.out')
write(6,*) 'input nvectors, nvariables '
read(5,*) nv
read in the number of variables
read(3,*) nvar
read(3,*)(ivar(j),j=1,nvar)
do iv=1,nv
begin reading variables from the lhs output file
clear files
delete the previous siberia rst2 files if present
call system('del code1*')
open(2,file='newbatch.inp')
open(1,file='batchineros1000.inp',status='old')
read the batchineros1000.inp and copy most of it to newbatch.inp
do i=1,14
read(1,'(a)') line
write(2,'(a)') line
end do
close (1)
read in the variable ID and the value, nvar to the line
read(3,*) ivect,nvar
read(3,*)(var(i),i=1,nvar)
do nv=1,nvar
write(2,*) ivar(nv)
write(2,*) var(nv)
end do
write(2,*)'0'
write(2,*)'1'
write(2,*)' '
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c
c

close(2)
execute siberia code
call system('siberia809.exe <newbatch.inp')
interpret the siberia output
call system('sibreaderos.exe')
open(11,file='sumerode.out')
read(11,*) erose_1000
write(10,*) erose_1000,(var(nv),nv=1,nvar)
close(11)
end do
stop
end

Figure A2 - Program SIBREADEROS.FOR - interprets SIBERIA output to determine 1000
year erosion
c
c
c
c
c

c

c
c

program sibreaderos
1000 year erosion by comparison to original rst2 file
correct for uplift in 1000 years rbc 4/11/06
rbc 4/10/06
read a siberia rst2 file and determine fraction of waste eroded for sda
rbcodell 3/8/06
implicit none
integer l
character*30 fname,fname2
parameter(l=40000)
integer intvar(20),nfixed,i,j,k,nx,ny,nframes,iframe
real rvar(50),x,y,xfixed(1000),yfixed(1000)
real rf,sl,chan,el(181,209),area,fdir,cdep,sdep
real sdael,sdatw,sdabw,sdatot,fracsda,sumarea
integer ixs(200),iys(200),nsda,nel
real sumel,avel,time,el0(181,209),sumerode,up1000
integer ll,lk
integer nbelow
character*80 line
data fname/'sda2005_be0yrs_ldr.rst2'/
data fname2/'code1-0001000.rst2'/
do i=1,181
do j=1,209
el(i,j)=0.0
end do
end do
read in the original rst2 file for time=0
open(11,file=fname,status='old')
nbelow=0
read(11,'(a)') line
write(6,*) line
read the integer variables
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c
c
c

1

c

c
c
c

read(11,*)(intvar(i),i=1,20)
read the real variables
read(11,*)(rvar(i),i=1,50)
calculate uplift in 1000 years
up1000=rvar(26)*1000./rvar(29)
write(6,*)'uplift=',up1000
skip the next ten lines
do i=1,10
read(11,*)
end do
k=0
read(11,*) nfixed
do i=1,nfixed
read(11,*) xfixed(i),yfixed(i)
end do
nx=intvar(4)
ny=intvar(3)
do i=1,nx
do j=1,ny
k=k+1
read(11,*)sl,rf,chan,el0(i,j),area,
fdir,cdep,sdep
end do
end do
close(11)
read in the result for 1000 years
open(1,file=fname2,status='old')
nbelow=0
read(1,'(a)') line
write(6,*) line
read the integer variables
read(1,*)(intvar(i),i=1,20)
read the real variables
read(1,*)(rvar(i),i=1,50)
skip the next ten lines
do i=1,10
read(1,*)
end do
k=0
read(1,*) nfixed
do i=1,nfixed
read(1,*) xfixed(i),yfixed(i)
end do
nx=intvar(4)
ny=intvar(3)
sumarea=0.0
do i=1,nx
do j=1,ny
k=k+1
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1

c
c

c

read(1,*)sl,rf,chan,el(i,j),area,
fdir,cdep,sdep
if(el(i,j).gt.0.0) sumarea=sumarea+2500.
end do
end do
write(6,*)'sumarea=',sumarea
compare sda to elevation to get fraction
check el against sda site definition
sumerode=0.
do i=1,181
do j=1,209
correct for uplift of land form
sumerode=sumerode+(el0(i,j)-el(i,j)+up1000)*2500.
end do
end do
write(6,*) 'sumerode vol ft^3 = ',sumerode
open(8,file='sumerode.out')
write(8,*) sumerode
stop
end

Figure A3 - Program WVMC3.FOR - Driver for Seneca Indian dose assessment
c
c
valley
c
c
c
c

c
c
c

c

program wvmc3
add sediment equilibrium model for Seneca Indian case rbc 5/16/06
driver for multiple runs of Siberia, and dose assessment from erosion for west
rbc 3/29/06
use sibread5 to take into account uplift rbc 4/12/06
character*80 line
pkdose = dose at Seneca Indian site millirem
teval = time at which dose is evaluated, years
integer nruns,nvect,nvar,vect1,vect2
real var(10),time,pkdose,teval,pkdoses,tevals
logical fexist
character*40 fname,fname2
integer length,ivar(10),nv,ii,ierode
character*4 delchar
real terode(100),erode(100)
data delchar/'del '/
open file with basic information
open(3,file='wvmc3.inp',status='old')
enter names of files that will be generated by SIBERIA
open(22,file='fnames.in',status='old')
output file of results
open(10,file='wvmc3.out')
write(10,*)'maxdose,tmax,maxrel,tmax,maxdoses,tmaxs,params'
open(45,file='sda_esh.txt')
specify which runs in input file will be evaluated
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c
c

c
c

c

c
c

c
c
c
c
c

c

write(6,*)' range of runs to be read from lhs file = '
read(5,*) vect1,vect2
read(3,*) nvect,nvar
read(3,*)(ivar(i),i=1,nvar)
if(vect2.gt.nvect) write(6,*) 'too many vects, nvect=',nvect
begin reading variables from the lhs output file
skip vect1-1 lines
if(vect1.gt.1) then
do ivect=1,vect1-1
read(3,*)
end do
end if
do ivect=vect1,vect2
clear files so SIBERIA won't see file names its using and therefore bomb
rewind(22)
read(22,*) nframes
delete the previous siberia rst2 files if present
do iframe=1,nframes
read(22,*)time,fname
write(6,*) time,fname
if the rsu file is also present, delete it
length=len_trim(fname)
fname2=fname(1:length-4)
fname2(length-3:length-3)='*'
inquire(file=fname,exist=fexist)
if(fexist)then
write(line,'("del ",a)')fname
execute dos command to delete files called fname
call system (line)
delete any other files of same root name like rsu files
write(line,'("del ",a)')fname2
call system(line)
end if
end do
safety delete for files
call system('del codemc1*')
the generic file for all runs in this series
open(2,file='newbatch.inp')
the file generated with snllhs (Latin Hypercube Sampling) program
for the parameters that differ for each set of runs
open(1,file='batchinmc.inp',status='old')
read the batchinmc.inp and copy most of it to newbatch.inp
do i=1,33
read(1,'(a)') line
write(2,'(a)') line
end do
close (1)
read in the LHS variable ID and the value, nvar to the line
read(3,*)(var(i),i=1,nvar)
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c

concatonate the new LHS variables to the generic file
do nv=1,nvar
write(2,*) ivar(nv)
write(2,*) var(nv)
end do
c
the file ending for the SIBERIA input file to make it run
write(2,*)'0'
write(2,*)'1'
write(2,*)' '
close(2)
c
execute siberia code
call system('siberia809.exe <newbatch.inp')
c
interpret the siberia output
call system('sibread5.exe')
c
write output for erosion fraction to a file for all vectors
open(44,file='sda_erode.dat',status='old')
do i=1,100
read(44,*,end=201) terode(i),erode(i)
end do
201
ierode=i-1
c
write out to file
write(45,*) (ivar(i),i=1,nvar)
write(45,*) (var(i),i=1,nvar)
write(45,'(10f8.2)')(terode(ii),ii=1,ierode)
write(45,'(10f8.4)') (erode(ii),ii=1,ierode)
write(45,*)
close(44)
c
calculate the dose
crbc5/16/06 Use senecasb that includes sediment equilibrium model
call system('senecasb')
c
collect the peak data result from senecasb and write
c
input vars to a table along with the result
open(9,file='senecasb.res',status='old')
crbc5/16/06 add pkdoses,tevals, dose and time for sediment model
read(9,*) pkdose,teval,remax,tremax,pkdoses,tevals
write(10,'(12e12.3)') pkdose,teval,remax,tremax,
1 pkdoses,tevals,(var(nv),nv=1,nvar)
close (9)
end do
stop
end
Figure A4 - Program SIBREAD5.FOR - interprets SIBERIA output to generate erosion
fraction for SDA trenches
c
c
c

program sibread5
allows for glacial rebound rbc 4/12/06
multiple rst2 files rbc 3/9/06
read a siberia rst2 file and determine fraction of waste eroded for sda
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c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c
c
c

c

rbcodell 3/8/06
Set up only for SDA with 181 x 209 50-foot wide cells
implicit none
integer l
logical first
character*30 fname
parameter(l=40000)
integer intvar(20),nfixed,i,j,k,nx,ny,nframes,iframe
real rvar(50),xfixed(1000),yfixed(1000),x,y
real rf,sl,chan,el(181,209),area,fdir,cdep,sdep
real sumerode,sdael,sdatw,sdabw,sdatot,fracsda
integer ixs(200),iys(200),nsda,nel
real sumel,avel,time,elt(181,209)
real elstor(200),uplift,sdaelp,sdatwp,sdabwp
integer ll,lk
integer nbelow
character*80 line
first=.true.
do i=1,181
do j=1,209
elt(i,j)=0.0
end do
end do
read in the parameters of the trench definition at t=0
read in the trench location and cells
nsda = number of cells defining SDA
sdael = elevation of top of SDA, ft msl
sdatw = elevation of top of waste, ft msl
sdabw = elevation of bottom of waste, ft msl
nsda
open(4,file='sda.in')
read(4,*) nsda,sdael,sdatw,sdabw
open(8,file='sda_erode.dat')
open(9,file='elstor.txt')
read in the grid location defining the SDA trenches
do k=1,nsda
read(4,*) ixs(k),iys(k)
end do
read in the files names to process
each run of SIBERIA has an output "restart" file that
contains all the land surface elevation information
open(2,file='fnames.in',status='old')
read(2,*) nframes
do iframe=1,nframes
read(2,*)time,fname
write(6,*) time,fname
open one of the SIBERIA output files
open(1,file=fname,status='old')
nbelow=0
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c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c
c

1
c
c

c
c

read(1,'(a)') line
write(6,*) line
read the integer variables
read(1,*)(intvar(i),i=1,20)
read the real variables
read(1,*)(rvar(i),i=1,50)
calculate the uplift rate - see notes and SIBERIA manual
uplift=rvar(26)/rvar(29)
adjust the elevations of the elevation datum, top and bottom
of the SDA trenches
sdaelp=sdael+uplift*time
sdatwp=sdatw+uplift*time
sdabwp=sdabw+uplift*time
skip the next ten lines
do i=1,10
read(1,*)
end do
k=0
read the number of active SIBERIA cells
read(1,*) nfixed
do i=1,nfixed
read the locations of the cells
read(1,*) xfixed(i),yfixed(i)
end do
nx=intvar(4)
ny=intvar(3)
do i=1,nx
do j=1,ny
k=k+1
read(1,*)sl,rf,chan,el(i,j),area,
fdir,cdep,sdep
end do
end do
compare sda to elevation to get fraction
check el against sda site definition
sumerode=0.
sumel=0.
nel=0
lk=0
do k=1,nsda
i=ixs(k)
j=iys(k)
sumel=sumel+el(i,j)
nel=nel+1
store the elevations of every 1/8th of the SDA landform
values for later printout
if(mod(nel,8).eq.1) then
lk=lk+1
elstor(lk)=el(i,j)
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c

c

c
c

c

end if
if(el(i,j).lt.sdatwp.and.el(i,j).gt.sdabwp) then
check to see if locations are filling in
if(first) then
sumerode=sumerode+sdatwp-el(i,j)
nbelow=nbelow+1
elseif(.not.first.and.elt(i,j).gt.el(i,j)) then
sumerode=sumerode+sdatwp-el(i,j)
nbelow=nbelow+1
end if
else if (el(i,j).lt.sdatwp.and.el(i,j).lt.sdabwp) then
sumerode=sumerode+sdatwp-sdabwp
nbelow=nbelow+1
end if
end do
fraction eroded
sdatot=nsda*(sdatwp-sdabwp)
fracsda=sumerode/sdatot
avel=sumel/nel
write(6,*)' sumerode,fracsda,avel,sdatwp,nbelow'
write(6,*)sumerode, fracsda,avel,sdatwp,nbelow
pass the fraction of the SDA eroded vs time for this SIBERIA run
for use in senecasa
write(8,*) time,fracsda
write(9,'(25f8.2)')time,(elstor(ll),ll=1,lk)
close(1)
store previous shape to determine if there is infilling
do i=1,181
do j=1,209
elt(i,j)=el(i,j)
end do
end do
if(first) first=.false.
end do
stop
end

Figure A5 - Program SENECASB.FOR - calculates dose for Seneca Indian scenario
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

program senecasb
rbc5/16/06 Uses sediment equilibrium model
correct spline to start at first nonzero result rbc 5/9/06
put in cubic spline interpolation for erosion rbc 3/23/06
calculate dose at Seneca Indian site from fish ingestion
rbc 3/22/06
implicit none
Variable names
nuclides = name of nuclides e.g. CS137 etc
chainn = name of nuclides in chain arrangement
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

nchain = number of nuclides in a chain
cf = concentration factor for fish of nuclides
df = dose factor for nuclide, millirem/pci
thalf = half life years
invent = initial inventory of nuclides in trenches, ci
al = decay coefficent of nuclides, 1/yr
th = halflife years
lambda = decay coefficient 1/yr
cfd = concentration factor in chains
dfd = dose factor in chains
ald = decay coefficient in chains
terode = time for erosion values
erode = erosion value fraction of trench
drink = drinking water for Seneca Indian user liters/yr
fish = fish consumption for Seneca Indian user kg/yr
rate_erode = erosion rate from differentiating spline
kd = equilibrium coefficient ml/g
character*6 nuclides(40),chainn(40,10),locname
character*80 title
integer i,j,k,nchain(40),nnuc,nerode,l,m,nteval,nzero
real*8 terodep,erodep
real*8 cf(40),df(40),thalf(40,10),invent(40),al(40,10),sumdose,t
real*8 cda(10),th(40),lambda(40),cfd(40,10),dfd(40,10),
1 ald(40,10)
real*8 terode(20),erode(20),drink,fish,dteval,rate_erode
real*8 teval,y2(20),erode1,erode2,t1,t2,remax,timeremax
real*8 qriver,sumdosef,sumdosedw,dosefish,dosedw
real*8 sumdosen(40),dose,dosesum,dosepeak,timedosepeak
real*8 kd(40),kdd(40,10),sedcat,sedsda,sumdosefs,sumdosedws
real*8 cws,sumdoses,sumdosfs,sumdosens(40),dosefs,dosedws,doses
real*8 dosesums,dosepeaks,timedosepeaks
input file for basic constants
open(1,file='senecas.inp',status='old')
input file for dose type coefficients
open(2,file='wvdose2.inp',status='old')
input file supplied from SIBREAD5.EXE after processing
of SIBERIA results
open(3,file='sda_erode.dat',status='old')
output file, dose
open(7,file='senecasdose.out')
output file, erosion rate
open(77,file='seneca_erode2.out')
output file, dose broken down by nuclide
open(8,file='seneca_bynuc.out')
open(10,file='senecasb.res')
dosepeak=0.0d0
dosepeaks=0.0d0
read in the erosion data from SIBERIA
nzero=1
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do i=1,100
read(3,*,end=201) terodep,erodep
if(erodep.gt.0.0d0) then
nzero=nzero+1
erode(nzero)=erodep
terode(nzero)=terodep
end if
end do
201 continue
nerode=nzero
c
estimate the time for erosion to first become nonzero
terode(1)=terode(3)*2-terode(2)
erode(1)=0.0d0
c
cubic spline interpolation table - start with nonzero values
call spline(terode,erode,nerode,1.0d32,1.0d32,y2)
c
read in the nuclides, cf, df, th
do i=1,40
c
add kd to input,L/Kg
read(2,*) nuclides(i),cf(i),df(i),th(i),kd(i)
c
decay coefficient from halflife
lambda(i)=dlog(2.0d0)/th(i)
end do
write(8,'(10x,40a12)')(nuclides(i),i=1,40)
c
read in the radionuclide chains
read(1,'(a)') title
write(6,*) title
read(1,*) nnuc
write(6,*)' number of nuclides = ',nnuc
read(1,*)qriver
write(6,*)' av flow rate in Cattaraugus Creek, M^3/sec = ',
1 qriver
crbc5/16/06 add yearly sed transport Cattaraugus Creek sedcat kg/yr
c
and total mass of sda trenches that can erode sedsda
read(1,*)drink,fish,sedcat,sedsda
write(6,*)'drinking water, L/year = ',drink
write(6,*)'Fish consumption, kg/yr = ',fish
write(6,*) 'Seneca Creek sed load, Kg/yr = ',sedcat
write(6,*) 'sediment in SDA trench, Kg = ',sedsda
read(1,*)dteval,nteval
do i=1,nnuc
read(1,*) chainn(i,1),nchain(i),invent(i)
if(nchain(i).gt.1) then
do j=2,nchain(i)
read(1,*) chainn(i,j)
end do
end if
end do
c
put local values of cf and df into table based on rn name
do i=1,nnuc
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c

10
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c 11
c
c
c

c
c

do j=1,nchain(i)
locname=chainn(i,j)
do k=1,40
if(locname.eq.nuclides(k)) then
put decay coefficient,cf and df into array
cfd(i,j)=cf(k)
dfd(i,j)=df(k)
ald(i,j)=lambda(k)
kdd(i,j)=kd(k)
go to 10
end if
end do
write(6,*) locname, ' not identified in list'
continue
end do
end do
calculate the dose potential at a given time t
write(6,*) 'time, dosef,dosedw,totdose,dosefs,dosedws,totdoses'
write(7,*) 'time dosef dosedw totdose,dosefs,dosedws,totdoses'
remax=0.0d0
do l=1,nteval
teval=l*dteval
find maximum rate of erosion for this run rbc 5/15/06
get the fractional soil release rate from terode/erode table
do m=1,nerode-1
if(teval.ge.terode(m).and.teval.lt.terode(m+1)) then
erosion rate is difference between two erosion levels
rate_erode=(erode(m+1)-erode(m))/(terode(m+1)-terode(m))
go to 11
end if
end do
continue
use cubic spline table to get first derivative by finite difference
rbc 3/23/06
skip if t less than first nonzero point
if(teval.gt.terode(1)) then
t1=teval-.001d0
t2=teval+.001d0
evaluate spline equations to get erosion rates for differentiation
call splint(terode,erode,y2,nerode,t1,erode1)
call splint(terode,erode,y2,nerode,t2,erode2)
rate by finite difference
rate_erode=(erode2-erode1)/.002d0
else
rate_erode=0.0d0
end if
if(rate_erode.gt.remax) then
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remax=rate_erode
timeremax=teval
end if
c
sumdosef=0.0d0
sumdosedw=0.0d0
sumdosefs=0.0d0
sumdosedws=0.0d0
c
c
c
c
1
c
c
1
c
1
c
c

1
1
c

c
1

run through all nnuc chains
do i=1,nnuc
apply Bateman equations to get decay in unaffected source term
call daught(teval,ald,cda,nchain(i),invent(i),i)
multiply the daughter conc by the dose factor
do j=1,nchain(i)
calculate water conc in eq with sediment, ci/L
cws=rate_erode*cda(j)/(qriver*1000.d0*3.15d7+Kdd(i,j)
*sedcat)
sum up doses from the nuclides
fish dose
sumdosef=sumdosef+cda(j)*rate_erode*
(dfd(i,j)*cfd(i,j)*fish/qriver)*1.d12/(1000.d0*3.15d7)
drinking water dose
sumdosedw=sumdosedw+cda(j)*rate_erode*
(dfd(i,j)*drink/qriver)*1.d12/(1000.d0*3.15d7)
total dose
sumdose=sumdosef+sumdosedw
doses from sediment equilibrium
sumdosefs=sumdosefs+cws*(dfd(i,j)*cfd(i,j)*fish)*1.0d12
sumdosedws=sumdosedws+cws*(dfd(i,j)*drink)*1.0d12
sumdoses=sumdosefs+sumdosedws
enddo
end do
write(6,'(f7.1,6e12.3)') teval, sumdosef,sumdosedw,
sumdose,sumdosefs,sumdosedws,sumdoses
write(7,'(f6.1,6e12.3)') teval,sumdosef,sumdosedw,sumdose,
sumdosefs,sumdosedws,sumdoses
write(77,'(f10.2,2x,d15.6)') teval,rate_erode
group dose by radionuclide
do i=1,40
sumdosen(i)=0.0d0
sumdosens(i)=0.0d0
end do
do i=1,nnuc
call daught(teval,ald,cda,nchain(i),invent(i),i)
do j=1,nchain(i)
calculate water conc in eq with sediment, ci/L
cws=rate_erode*cda(j)/(qriver*1000.d0*3.15d7+
Kdd(i,j)*sedcat)
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1
1

C
c

400
c

1
c
peak

dosefish=cda(j)*rate_erode*
(dfd(i,j)*cfd(i,j)*fish/qriver)*1.d12/(1000.d0*3.15d7)
dosedw=cda(j)*rate_erode*
(dfd(i,j)*drink/qriver)*1.d12/(1000.d0*3.15d7)
dose=dosefish+dosedw
dosefs=cws*(dfd(i,j)*cfd(i,j)*fish)*1.0d12
dosedws=cws*(dfd(i,j)*drink)*1.0d12
doses=dosefs+dosedws
put dose total for this radionuclide in the proper bin
do k=1,40
if(nuclides(k).eq.chainn(i,j)) then
identified which bin
sumdosen(k)=sumdosen(k)+dose
sumdosens(k)=sumdosens(k)+doses
go to 400
end if
end do
write(6,*)' radionuclide ',nuclides(k),' not identified'
continue
sum the doses and find the peak
dosesum=0.0d0
dosesums=0.0d0
do k=1,40
dosesum=dosesum+sumdosen(k)
dosesums=dosesums+sumdosens(k)
end do
if(dosesum.gt.dosepeak) then
dosepeak=dosesum
timedosepeak=teval
end if
if(dosesums.gt.dosepeaks) then
dosepeaks=dosesums
timedosepeaks=teval
end if
end do
end do
write(8,'(f10.2,80e12.3)') teval,(sumdosen(k),
sumdosens(k),k=1,40)
enddo
determine the peak and then print out the dose breakdown by radionuclide at the

rewind(8)
read(8,*)
700
read(8,'(f10.2,80e12.3)',end=701) teval,
1 (sumdosen(k),sumdosens(k),k=1,40)
if(teval.eq.timedosepeak) then
write(6,*)'Peak dose occurred at ',teval
write(6,*)'peak dose =',dosepeak
write(6,'(" nuclide dose, mr/yr")')
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do k=1,40
write(6,'(a10,f12.3)')nuclides(k),sumdosen(k)
end do
end if
go to 700
701 continue
rewind(8)
read(8,*)
800
read(8,'(f10.2,80e12.3)',end=801) teval,
1 (sumdosen(k),sumdosens(k),k=1,40)
if(teval.eq.timedosepeaks) then
write(6,*) 'Peak dose for sed occurred at ',teval
write(6,*)'Peak dose = ',dosepeaks
write(6,'(" nuclide dose, mr/yr")')
do k=1,40
write(6,'(a10,f12.3)')nuclides(k),sumdosens(k)
end do
end if
goto 800
801
continue
write(10,*)dosepeak,timedosepeak,remax,timeremax,dosepeaks,
1 timedosepeaks
write(6,*)'dosepeak,timedosepeak,remax,timeremax,dosepeaks,
1 timedosepeaks'
write(6,'(6e13.3)')dosepeak,timedosepeak,remax,timeremax,
1 dosepeaks,timedosepeaks
stop
end
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES DAUGHTER PRODUCTS FROM KNOWN PARENTS
C FORMAL PARAMETERS"
*
C
= SUMMED CONCENTRATION OF RADIONUCLIDES IN UNIT-CURIES/ML *
C CDA(N) = DAUGHTER PRODUCT CONCENTRATIONS UNIT-CURIES/ML
*
SUBROUTINE DAUGHT(T,AL,CDA,ND,C,M1)
implicit none
real*8 CDA(10),AL(40,10),t,c
integer m1,i1,i,j,nd,k
real*8 p1,s1,p2
real*8 arg
ARG=AL(M1,1)*T
CDA(1)=C*EXP(-ARG)
100 CONTINUE
IF (ND .EQ. 1) RETURN
DO 1 I=2,ND
P1=1
S1=0
I1=I-1
DO 2 J=1,I1
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*

2 P1=P1*AL(M1,J)
DO 3 J=1,I
P2=1
DO 4 K=1,I
IF (K .EQ. J) GO TO 4
P2=P2*(AL(M1,K)-AL(M1,J))
4 CONTINUE
ARG=AL(M1,J)*T
200 CONTINUE
3 S1=S1+EXP(-ARG)/P2
CDA(I)=P1*S1*C*AL(M1,I)/AL(M1,1)
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
c
SUBROUTINE spline(x,y,n,yp1,ypn,y2)
spline table from Numerical Recipes
INTEGER n,NMAX
REAL*8 yp1,ypn,x(n),y(n),y2(n)
PARAMETER (NMAX=500)
INTEGER i,k
REAL*8 p,qn,sig,un,u(NMAX)
if (yp1.gt..99e30) then
y2(1)=0.
u(1)=0.
else
y2(1)=-0.5
u(1)=(3./(x(2)-x(1)))*((y(2)-y(1))/(x(2)-x(1))-yp1)
endif
do 11 i=2,n-1
sig=(x(i)-x(i-1))/(x(i+1)-x(i-1))
p=sig*y2(i-1)+2.
y2(i)=(sig-1.)/p
u(i)=(6.*((y(i+1)-y(i))/(x(i+
*1)-x(i))-(y(i)-y(i-1))/(x(i)-x(i-1)))/(x(i+1)-x(i-1))-sig*
*u(i-1))/p
11 continue
if (ypn.gt..99e30) then
qn=0.
un=0.
else
qn=0.5
un=(3./(x(n)-x(n-1)))*(ypn-(y(n)-y(n-1))/(x(n)-x(n-1)))
endif
y2(n)=(un-qn*u(n-1))/(qn*y2(n-1)+1.)
do 12 k=n-1,1,-1
y2(k)=y2(k)*y2(k+1)+u(k)
12 continue
return
c
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END
C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software k#Q2$#1D[.
c
evaluate spline table from Numerical Recipes
SUBROUTINE splint(xa,ya,y2a,n,x,y)
INTEGER n
REAL*8 x,y,xa(n),y2a(n),ya(n)
INTEGER k,khi,klo
REAL*8 a,b,h
klo=1
khi=n
1 if (khi-klo.gt.1) then
k=(khi+klo)/2
if(xa(k).gt.x)then
khi=k
else
klo=k
endif
goto 1
endif
h=xa(khi)-xa(klo)
if (h.eq.0.) pause 'bad xa input in splint'
a=(xa(khi)-x)/h
b=(x-xa(klo))/h
y=a*ya(klo)+b*ya(khi)+((a**3-a)*y2a(klo)+(b**3-b)*y2a(khi))*(h**
*2)/6.
return
END
C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software k#Q2$#1D[.
Figure A6 - program POWER.FOR - Calculates power spectral density for Oatka Creek
from USGS records (similar program for Cattaraugus Creek)
program power
power spectral density for NY state streams
in connection with West Valley
integer k, m
parameter(m=64)
C
RBC 3/16/06
real p(m),w1(4*m),w2(m)
logical ovrlap
c
c

ovrlap=.false.
open(9,file='oatckflow.txt',status='old')
write(6,*) 'enter k '
read(5,*) k
call spctrm(p,m,k,ovrlap,w1,w2)
open(2,file='spec.out')
do i=1,m
write(2,*)i,p(i)
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write(6,*) i,p(i)
end do
stop
end
SUBROUTINE spctrm(p,m,k,ovrlap,w1,w2)
INTEGER k,m
REAL p(m),w1(4*m),w2(m)
LOGICAL ovrlap
CU USES four1
INTEGER j,j2,joff,joffn,kk,m4,m43,m44,mm
REAL den,facm,facp,sumw,w,window
window(j)=(1.-abs(((j-1)-facm)*facp))
C window(j)=1.
C window(j)=(1.-(((j-1)-facm)*facp)**2)
mm=m+m
m4=mm+mm
m44=m4+4
m43=m4+3
den=0.
facm=m
facp=1./m
sumw=0.
do 11 j=1,mm
sumw=sumw+window(j)**2
11 continue
do 12 j=1,m
p(j)=0.
12 continue
if(ovrlap)then
read (9,*) (w2(j),j=1,m)
endif
do 18 kk=1,k
do 15 joff=-1,0,1
if (ovrlap) then
do 13 j=1,m
w1(joff+j+j)=w2(j)
13
continue
read (9,*) (w2(j),j=1,m)
joffn=joff+mm
do 14 j=1,m
w1(joffn+j+j)=w2(j)
14
continue
else
read (9,*) (w1(j),j=joff+2,m4,2)
endif
15
continue
do 16 j=1,mm
j2=j+j
w=window(j)
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w1(j2)=w1(j2)*w
w1(j2-1)=w1(j2-1)*w
16
continue
call four1(w1,mm,1)
p(1)=p(1)+w1(1)**2+w1(2)**2
do 17 j=2,m
j2=j+j
p(j)=p(j)+w1(j2)**2+w1(j2-1)**2+w1(m44-j2)**2+w1(m43-j2)**2
17
continue
den=den+sumw
18 continue
den=m4*den
do 19 j=1,m
p(j)=p(j)/den
19 continue
return
END
C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software k#Q2$#1D[.
SUBROUTINE four1(data,nn,isign)
INTEGER isign,nn
REAL data(2*nn)
INTEGER i,istep,j,m,mmax,n
REAL tempi,tempr
DOUBLE PRECISION theta,wi,wpi,wpr,wr,wtemp
n=2*nn
j=1
do 11 i=1,n,2
if(j.gt.i)then
tempr=data(j)
tempi=data(j+1)
data(j)=data(i)
data(j+1)=data(i+1)
data(i)=tempr
data(i+1)=tempi
endif
m=n/2
1
if ((m.ge.2).and.(j.gt.m)) then
j=j-m
m=m/2
goto 1
endif
j=j+m
11 continue
mmax=2
2 if (n.gt.mmax) then
istep=2*mmax
theta=6.28318530717959d0/(isign*mmax)
wpr=-2.d0*sin(0.5d0*theta)**2
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wpi=sin(theta)
wr=1.d0
wi=0.d0
do 13 m=1,mmax,2
do 12 i=m,n,istep
j=i+mmax
tempr=sngl(wr)*data(j)-sngl(wi)*data(j+1)
tempi=sngl(wr)*data(j+1)+sngl(wi)*data(j)
data(j)=data(i)-tempr
data(j+1)=data(i+1)-tempi
data(i)=data(i)+tempr
data(i+1)=data(i+1)+tempi
12
continue
wtemp=wr
wr=wr*wpr-wi*wpi+wr
wi=wi*wpr+wtemp*wpi+wi
13
continue
mmax=istep
goto 2
endif
return
END
C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software k#Q2$#1D[.
Figure A7 - Program DILRATIO.FOR - Generation of factor γ (Table 1) from Oatka Creek
flow record (Similar program for Cattaraugus Creek)
program diratio
ratio of dilution factor R based on uncorrelated
flow rates from notes of 3/17/06
real sumt,sumqnm1,sumq,sumqn,q,r
real n
write(6,*) 'enter n '
read(5,*) n
open(9,file='oatckflow.txt',status='old')
sumt=0
sumqnm1=0
sumq=0
sumqn=0
1 continue
read(9,*,end=2)q
sumt=sumt+1
sumqnm1=sumqnm1+q**(n-1)
sumq=sumq+q
sumqn=sumqn+q**n
go to 1
2 continue
c
calculate r factor
c
c
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r=sumqnm1*sumq/(sumt*sumqn)
write(6,*) 'sumt,n,r = ',sumt,n,r
stop
end
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